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Contributing Institution: California State University Dominguez Hills, Gerth Archives and Special Collections
Title: Documenting COVID-19 in Southern Los Angeles County Collection
Identifier/Call Number: SPC.2020.018
Physical Description: 262 digital items
Physical Description: 9.599 Gigabytes
Physical Description: 2 boxes
Date (inclusive): circa February 2020-May 2021
Abstract: This collection documents the COVID-19 pandemic as experienced by California State University, Dominguez
Hills and Southern Los Angeles County community members. This collection includes student diaries, essays, letters, blogs,
digital photographs, videos, local periodicals, and artworks. All materials in this collection are born-digital items, except for
two boxes of Daily Breeze newspaper articles which are restricted to on-site use only. Material in this collection is available
to view at: Documenting COVID-19 Collection 
Physical Description: approximately 3 linear feet (2 oversize boxes) and 9.599 GB (262 digital files)
Language of Material: English , Spanish; Castilian .

Scope and Contents
The Documenting COVID-19 collection (February 2020-May 2021) comprises digital photographs, diaries, artworks, and
other materials that were created and submitted by California State University, Dominguez Hills (CSUDH) students, faculty,
staff, alumni, and Southern Los Angeles County community members. The collection reflects their first-hand experiences
during the COVID-19 pandemic that started in March 2020. It includes 102 diaries, essays, and letters (.pdf), 17 blog posts
(.pdf), 119 digital photographs (.jpg), 12 videos (.mp4), 1 sound recording (.mp3), 7 artworks (.pdf)(.jpg), 1 poem (pdf), and
3 periodicals (.pdf), and two boxes of Daily Breeze newspaper articles as of May 2021. Diaries were written as assignments
for various classes and focused on students' experience with online learning, quarantine with their family, being an
essential worker during the pandemic, as well as other changes to their daily life caused by COVID-19. Digital photographs
depict the changes to local stores, public gathering places, and signage. Many digital photographs show people wearing
masks, social distancing, and the closures of beaches and parks. The videos collected are short clips of what interactions
look like taking place at a distance, CSUDH resilience ambassador messages, a video submitted by the CSUDH Asian and
Pacific Islanders Graduation Committee regarding a virtual graduation celebration, and a video regarding the launch of a
new bachelor's degree in the Asian Pacific Studies department. Blog posts by local community members are about events
and changes that took place during the quarantine. Two periodicals describe local news events. One periodical is a study of
CSUDH students and their stress and wellbeing during quarantine. There is a single sound recording of an interview that
took place with someone who lived in a building where people were not complying with the face mask recommendation.
Artwork collected includes a coloring book created by the Queer Culture and Resource Center, as well as student collages,
artwork created for the CSUDH SLICE newsletter, and a photograph of artwork created by a faculty member in the CSUDH
art department.
Biographical / Historical
Coronavirus disease 2019, abbreviated as "COVID-19," was classified as a pandemic on March 11, 2020 by the World
Health Organization. California State University campuses closed and moved to virtual instruction on March 17, 2020. On
March 20, 2020 Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti called for a "safer at home" order, which limited non-essential activities.
Since its establishment as a pandemic, COVID-19 has reached over 60,000,000 cases globally as of November 2020,
according to the World Health Organization. In April 2020, the Gerth Archives and Special Collections at California State
University, Dominguez Hills (CSUDH) began the "Documenting COVID-19 in Southern Los Angeles County" project. The
purpose of the project was to document the experiences of CSUDH and Southern Los Angeles County community members
during the COVID-19 pandemic, and to provide a way for community members to share their story. The Gerth Archives and
Special Collections called for submissions of photos, videos, diaries, art, and other digital media that represented daily life
during quarantine. The project welcomed submissions about a wide array of subject matter in the context of COVID-19,
including social distancing, the move to online instruction, essential work, and other changes to life amid the COVID-19
pandemic.
Conditions Governing Access
There are no access restrictions on this collection except for one digital and various physical news articles that are
restricted to on-site use only.
Conditions Governing Use

http://digitalcollections.archives.csudh.edu/digital/collection/p16855coll14
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All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Director of Archives
and Special Collections. Permission for publication is given on behalf of Special Collections as the owner of the physical
materials and not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained.
Preferred Citation
For information about citing archival material, see the Citations for Archival Material  guide, or consult the appropriate style
manual.
Processing Information
Digital materials processed by Marissa Chavez in 2020; and Karen Clemons 2021
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Material in this collection was donated by CSUDH students, staff, faculty, alumni; and Southern Los Angeles County
community members from March 2020-May 2021.
Arrangement
The collection is arranged in one series by submission date.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Carson (Calif.)
Glendale (Calif.)
Long Beach (Calif.)
Los Angeles (Calif.)
Los Angeles County (Calif.)
Torrance (Calif.)
COVID-19
College students
Pandemics
Ventura County (Calif.)
West Hollywood (Calif.)
Compton (Calif.)
Oakland (Calif.)
San Bernardino (Calif.)
Photographs
Diaries
Periodicals
Orange County (Calif.)
Seal Beach (Calif.)
Monterey County (Calif.)
San Jose (Calif.)
Tijuana (Baja California, Mexico)
Coronavirus infections
Quarantine
Social distance
Protest movements
Art
Blogs
Sound recordings
Video recordings
California State University, Dominguez Hills
California State University and Colleges

https://libguides.csudh.edu/archives-citation
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  Photograph of sign informing customers the business is closed in West Hollywood,
California spc_cov_006 April 4, 2020

  Discussion posts on COVID-19 by nurses in a master's program spc_cov_002 March 19,
2020-April 11, 2020

  Photographs of fighting COVID-19 together spc_cov_003 April 2020
Physical Description: 2 photographs

   
  Photographs of the struggles of shopping during quarantine spc_cov_004 April 2020

Physical Description: 10 photographs
   
  Artwork made from a photo of Vanessa Olivares reading, "nurses are the real heroes."

spc_cov_008 April 20, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "A Nurse" and "Protests" were both created on April 20, 2020.
"A Nurse" is made from a photo I took of my older sister Vanessa Olivares, after her shift at a
hospital on April 17, 2020. I wanted to represent her selflessness and duties of a nurse as
heroic and godly. "Protests" convey the resist against lock down orders happening in the
United States. In the background you see the struggles of the people who are in the front
lines of the pandemic. But overshadowing them is the President of the United States calling
the Corona-virus a hoax, and his followers listening to him instead of the experts. The
weak-minded people who believe an ill-suited individual will find themselves on the dark side
of the moon"

   
  Artwork of essential workers and Donald Trump reading, "give me liberty or give me

COVID-19" and "...this is their new hoax." spc_cov_009 April 20, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "A Nurse" and "Protests" were both created on April 20, 2020.
"A Nurse" is made from a photo I took of my older sister Vanessa Olivares, after her shift at a
hospital on April 17, 2020. I wanted to represent her selflessness and duties of a nurse as
heroic and godly. "Protests" convey the resist against lock down orders happening in the
United States. In the background you see the struggles of the people who are in the front
lines of the pandemic. But overshadowing them is the President of the United States calling
the Corona-virus a hoax, and his followers listening to him instead of the experts. The
weak-minded people who believe an ill-suited individual will find themselves on the dark side
of the moon".

   
  Photograph of sidewalk chalk art that reads, "stay safe WeHo" in West Hollywood,

California spc_cov_010 April 22, 2020
  Photograph of blocked basketball hoop in West Hollywood Park spc_cov_011 April 22,

2020
  Photographs of an Easter egg parade with family members on Zoom spc_cov_013 April

12, 2020
Physical Description: 7 photographs

   
  News article by Nick Green titled, "Carson's Cal State Dominguez Hills aims to preserve

coronavirus history" from the Daily Breeze spc_cov_014 April 29, 2020
  Blog post by CSUDH Gerth Archives and Special Collections titled, "Documenting

COVID-19" spc_cov_015 April 14, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog post titled, "Happy Easter!" spc_cov_016 April 12, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "What Are You Dreaming About?" spc_cov_017

March 21, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "What's Next?" spc_cov_018 March 13, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Your Last Summer Vacation?" spc_cov_019 March

29, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Are You Ready To Leave Crowds Behind?"

spc_cov_021 April 30, 2020
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  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Could The Era Of International Travel Be Gone
So Soon?" spc_cov_022 March 11, 2020

  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Free As A Bird?" spc_cov_023 April 27, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Going Stir Crazy?" spc_cov_024 April 16, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Happy Earth Day!" spc_cov_025 April 22, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Happy St. Patrick's Day!" spc_cov_026 March 17,

2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Ready To See Beyond Shadows?" spc_cov_027

April 8, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Staying Inside." spc_cov_028 April 2, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "This Is Next!" spc_cov_029 March 17, 2020
  Wes Schellenbaum's travel blog titled, "Bucket List From the Bunker." spc_cov_030 April

24, 2020
  Photographs of flowers seen on a morning walk with the Queer Cultural Resource

Center's Instagram Live spc_cov_031 April 22, 2020
Physical Description: 4 photographs

   
  Artwork by Alex Perez titled, "Tomorrow." spc_cov_032 April 4, 2020
  Joselle Hernandez's quarantine diary spc_cov_033 March 23, 2020-May 9, 2020

Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "Simply put, everything within my submission was about what
I personally went through during this quarantine. All I really talked about was where I'm
from, Ventura County. I started on March 23, 2020 to May 9, 2020".

   
  Anna Alvarado's quarantine diary spc_cov_034 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020

Physical Description: 1 pdf; 24 photographs
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "The dates for my contributions are from the week of March
23, 2020 to the week of May 4, 2020. The people included are my husband Jose Gabriel
Hernandez. Location is my home, Los Angeles, CA, Manhattan Beach, CA, Carson, CA."

   
  Jesus Monus' quarantine diary spc_cov_035 March 23, 2020-May 3, 2020

Physical Description: 1 doc; 1 video recording; 6 photographs
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "An inside look at how self isolation can make someone
emotional and reflect on their life choices".

   
  Natalie Tornero's quarantine diary spc_cov_005 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020

Physical Description: 1 doc; 2 photographs
General
From the creator's own words: "I mostly spend my time during this pandemic at home with
my parents and sisters.My parents [took] social distancing serious and didn't let me out so
much but I complete understood and agree with their decisions. It was a struggle being
home everyday and all since I'm usually out all the time. Although, I struggled be home I got
to spend more time with my parents and sisters and create a stronger bond with them. I got
the time and chance to learn new things like cooking and learning more about make-up.
Apart from dealing with stress being at home I had a good time because I got to be with my
family".

   
  Quarantine Diaries (Nathan Velasquez) spc_cov_036 March 26, 2020-May 7, 2020
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  Cindia Ordunez's quarantine diary spc_cov_037 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "I began writing my quarantine experience on March 23rd and
ending my writing on May 4th. I wrote about how this pandemic affected my family and I
jobs, life, and education. I mention my siblings and parents in my writing. I talk about going
grocery shopping, entertainment, and someone we know who has been diagnosed with
COVID-19".

   
  Jose Medina's quarantine diary spc_cov_038 March 23, 2020-May 10, 2020

Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "March 23rd- May 10. Journal covers my stay at home and my
experience going to work. Includes commentary on political topics of the day"

   
  Eileen Martinez's quarantine diary spc_cov_039 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Photograph of Jasmine Abang's desk during quarantine spc_cov_040 May 13, 2020

Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "Today is May 13, 2020. I just turned in my last paper last
night and tonight I get to pack up. This is the aftermath of nearly two months working on
assignments from home. Today, I have been receiving texts and hearing on and off on the
news that the CSU system are staying on an online modality for the fall. I may get to pack
up, but the truth is, I'll be back here for the fall".

   
  Screenshot of a New York Times push notification about J. C. Penny filing for

bankruptcy spc_cov_012 May 15, 2020
  Christan A.'s quarantine diary spc_cov_041 March 24, 2020-May 8, 2020

Physical Description: 1 pdf; 6 photographs
   
  Josue Pena's quarantine diary titled "Covid-19 Chronicles: Diary of a College Student"

spc_cov_042 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Kiara Wiltz's quarantine diary spc_cov_043 May 6, 2020
  Quarantine Diary Journals [Melanie Cervantes' quarantine diary] spc_cov_044 March 27,

2020-May 10, 2020
  Shelle Barnes' "Quarantine Diary in Calendar Form" spc_cov_045 March 1, 2020-May 6,

2020
  A coloring book entitled "Queers in Quarantine" by the Queer Culture and Resource

Center (QCRC) Art Collective at CSUDH spc_cov_001 May 21, 2020
Additional Description
From the creators' own words: "Within the QCRC, the Art Collective is used to highlight and
honor the various artists within the community. Various opportunities are available to
students, including portfolio and resume building, opportunities to educate with art, help
build visibility on campus through their art, marketing experience through flyers, and staying
connected on campus through events and projects. Art can be anything from making
collages, to painting, poetry, music, making flyers, and fostering queer energy through your
content.
The main goal of the Art Collective is to give visibility to those who feel they might not have
it. As a community we empower each other and give students the space and platform to
share their art and build their portfolio".
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  Photographs of an LAX terminal during quarantine spc_cov_046 2020
Physical Description: 4 photographs
Additional Description
From the creator Christian Valles' own words: "The work photographs I am submitting are
documenting the mass panic of Latinx families stocking up on provisions. The governor
recommended a self-quarantine to avoid the spread of Covid-19. Also, during this time, the
CSUDH campus was closed, and classes were transition into online courses.
The photos with young men's "ELL" hoodie was taken in Bell, CA. The store ran out of toilet
paper and cleaning supplies. Once I entered, people were hoarding meat and dairy products.
The photo with a woman with a white jacket was taken in Downtown Long Beach, CA. The
woman is my mother making a line to see if the store has toilet paper. The store security
and managers only allowed a handful of people inside. Eventually, it was our turn to enter
the store. A religious woman stood outside to protest against the store and facemask. She
believed COVID-19 was part of the rapture. Eventually, she was whisked away by security.
As we entered the store, we were required to wear bags on our feet and our hands. To avoid
picking up items and read their labels or picking items with our bare hands. The store ran
out of toilet paper, meat, and dairy products, my Mom and I; ended up leaving a rice bag.
The photo with the bag in my hand is me, waving my hand to the camera.
The last group of photos is me at LAX boarding a flight to Phoenix, AZ. To head back home
with my partner, who was working as a curator assistant in the Phoenix Art Museum. The
terminal was empty, and the plane was mostly empty.
I hope these photos help to illustrate the intensity of COVID-19 in 2020".

   
  Photographs of shopping in Downtown Long Beach during quarantine spc_cov_047 2020

Physical Description: 3 photographs
Additional Description
From the creator Christian Valles' own words: "The work photographs I am submitting are
documenting the mass panic of Latinx families stocking up on provisions. The governor
recommended a self-quarantine to avoid the spread of Covid-19. Also, during this time, the
CSUDH campus was closed, and classes were transition into online courses.
The photos with young men's "ELL" hoodie was taken in Bell, CA. The store ran out of toilet
paper and cleaning supplies. Once I entered, people were hoarding meat and dairy products.
The photo with a woman with a white jacket was taken in Downtown Long Beach, CA. The
woman is my mother making a line to see if the store has toilet paper. The store security
and managers only allowed a handful of people inside. Eventually, it was our turn to enter
the store. A religious woman stood outside to protest against the store and facemask. She
believed COVID-19 was part of the rapture. Eventually, she was whisked away by security.
As we entered the store, we were required to wear bags on our feet and our hands. To avoid
picking up items and read their labels or picking items with our bare hands. The store ran
out of toilet paper, meat, and dairy products, my Mom and I; ended up leaving a rice bag.
The photo with the bag in my hand is me, waving my hand to the camera.
The last group of photos is me at LAX boarding a flight to Phoenix, AZ. To head back home
with my partner, who was working as a curator assistant in the Phoenix Art Museum. The
terminal was empty, and the plane was mostly empty.
I hope these photos help to illustrate the intensity of COVID-19 in 2020".
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  Photograph of shopping in Bell, California during quarantine spc_cov_048 2020
Physical Description: 3 photographs
Additional Description
From the creator Christian Valles' own words: "The work photographs I am submitting are
documenting the mass panic of Latinx families stocking up on provisions. The governor
recommended a self-quarantine to avoid the spread of Covid-19. Also, during this time, the
CSUDH campus was closed, and classes were transition into online courses.
The photos with young men's "ELL" hoodie was taken in Bell, CA. The store ran out of toilet
paper and cleaning supplies. Once I entered, people were hoarding meat and dairy products.
The photo with a woman with a white jacket was taken in Downtown Long Beach, CA. The
woman is my mother making a line to see if the store has toilet paper. The store security
and managers only allowed a handful of people inside. Eventually, it was our turn to enter
the store. A religious woman stood outside to protest against the store and facemask. She
believed COVID-19 was part of the rapture. Eventually, she was whisked away by security.
As we entered the store, we were required to wear bags on our feet and our hands. To avoid
picking up items and read their labels or picking items with our bare hands. The store ran
out of toilet paper, meat, and dairy products, my Mom and I; ended up leaving a rice bag.
The photo with the bag in my hand is me, waving my hand to the camera.
The last group of photos is me at LAX boarding a flight to Phoenix, AZ. To head back home
with my partner, who was working as a curator assistant in the Phoenix Art Museum. The
terminal was empty, and the plane was mostly empty.
I hope these photos help to illustrate the intensity of COVID-19 in 2020".

   
  Photograph of a sign in Long Beach, California that reads, "beaches closed until further

notice." spc_cov_007 April 2020-May 2020
  Photographs of the Cal State University, Dominguez Hills campus during quarantine

spc_cov_049 June 2020
Physical Description: 1 video recording; 3 photographs

   
  Photograph of people standing in line outside of Costco wearing face masks spc_cov_050

April 2020-May 2020
  Photograph of a sign in Long Beach, California that reads, "maintain social distancing"

and a statue of a sailor wearing a medical mask spc_cov_051 April 2020-May 2020
  Photograph of a sign in Long Beach, California that reads, "maintain social distancing"

spc_cov_052 April 2020-May 2020
  Photograph of ships sitting out at sea in Long Beach, California spc_cov_053 April

2020-May 2020
  Photograph of murals in Long Beach, California spc_cov_054 April 2020-May 2020
  Photograph of street chalk in Long Beach, California spc_cov_055 April 2020-May 2020
  Photograph of signs with balloons congratulating the senior high school class of 2020 in

Long Beach, California spc_cov_056 April 2020-May 2020
  Photograph of two statues wearing medical masks on a front porch in Long Beach,

California spc_cov_057 April 2020-May 2020
  Photograph of the poem "She Walks in Beauty" by Lord Byron tacked to a palm tree in

Long Beach, California spc_cov_058 April 2020-May 2020
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  Photographs of a nurse and her partner continuing outdoor activities with face masks
spc_cov_059 April 2020-May 2020

Physical Description: 2 photographs; 1 video recording
General
From the creator's own words: "Without the usual gym and roller derby safely available, this
nurse and her partner Sonia have been trying to find a new normal that balances safety and
respect (by practicing social distancing from people not in our household and wearing masks
in public) along with self-care and continued physical activity. Because I also am the
conservator of my younger sister with autism, I still make sure to visit her weekly to drop off
smoothies or whatever I can so she knows I'm still here for her, even if I cannot take her out
for our usual lunch dates and walks. April-May 2020".

   
box 1-2 Daily Breeze articles about COVID-19 spc_cov_061 2020

Conditions Governing Access
Restricted to on-site use only.

   
  Photograph of signs at Enegren Brewing Company that describe state regulations for

breweries during COVID-19 spc_cov_062 July 26, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "Photograph taken of a sign at Enegren Brewing Company in
Moorpark, California taken on July 26, 2020. The sign describes CA state regulations for
breweries during covid-19 and I thought it was interesting because it notes that they many
not agree with the regulations but must comply by them to stay open".

   
  Photograph of local protestors protesting police brutality during the COVID-19

pandemic in Orange County, California spc_cov_063 June 2, 2020
  Photograph of a closed playground in Seal Beach, California spc_cov_065 April 2020
  Audio on why people living in a building in Glendale, California have not been wearing

masks to protect against COVID-19 spc_cov_066 July 23, 2020
Physical Description: Audio is in Spanish
General
From the creator's own words: "After noticing that several people in a building in Glendale,
CA, weren't wearing masks to protect against COVID19, on July 23, 2020 I interviewed a
person I know who lives there to understand why. She told me a neighbor convinced many
others that it was "just an attempt from The Government to control us." I tried to ask her
more about the logic of that argument and recorded what she said. I think we should
interview more people and try to find out if some of the Latinx who are dying of COVID19
were afflicted by this misbelief too".

   
  Quarantine in the Life of Erik spc_cov_067 March 16, 2020-May 6, 2020
  Carina Banci's Journal During COVID-19 Pandemic spc_cov_068 March 23, 2020-May 8,

2020
  Alejandro Enriquez's quarantine diary spc_cov_069 March 27, 2020-May 10, 2020
  Diana Escobedo's quarantine diary spc_cov_070 March 23, 2020-May 10, 2020

Physical Description: 1 doc; 7 photographs
   
  Cheryl Hall's quarantine diary spc_cov_071 March 25, 2020-May 10, 2020
  Julio's Journals spc_cov_072 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Life During the Quarantine [Luis Navarro's quarantine diary] spc_cov_073 March 20,

2020-May 3, 2020
  A Quarantine Life of Leno spc_cov_074 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Ricky Palma COVID-19 Quarantine Diary spc_cov_075 March 23, 2020-May 9, 2020
  Miguel Sandoval's quarantine diary spc_cov_076 April 17, 2020-May 9, 2020
  Quarantine Diaries [Antoinette Bermudez's quarantine diary] spc_cov_077 March 23,

2020-May 8, 2020
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  Analilia Cardozo's quarantine diary spc_cov_078 March 18, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Marissa Quarantine Diary 2020 spc_cov_079 March 17, 2020-May 10, 2020
  Quarantine Diary of a Senior [Vanessa Donato's quarantine diary] spc_cov_080 March 17,

2020-May 9, 2020
  Guillermina Garcia's quarantine diary spc_cov_081 March 24, 2020-May 7, 2020
  A Life in Quarantine [Hailey Garrett's quarantine diary] spc_cov_082 March 23, 2020-May

7, 2020
  Carlos Heredia-Pantoja's quarantine diary spc_cov_083 March 18, 2020-May 9, 2020
  Genesis Herrera's quarantine diary spc_cov_084 March 17, 2020-April 15, 2020
  COVID-19 Quarantine Diary [Lisa Limon's quarantine diary] spc_cov_085 March 23,

2020-May 8, 2020
Physical Description: 1 doc; 7 photographs

   
  Marlene Luna's quarantine diary spc_cov_086 March 23, 2020-May 10, 2020

Physical Description: 1 doc; 4 photographs
   
  Juan Marques Leon's quarantine diary spc_cov_087 May 2, 2020-May 9, 2020
  Bonita Perez Quarantine Diaries spc_cov_088 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Quarantine Diary Spring Semester 2020 [Sophia Plascencia's quarantine diary]

spc_cov_089 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Shavell Powell's quarantine diary spc_cov_090 March 16, 2020-May 11, 2020

Physical Description: 1 doc; 6 photographs
   
  Quarantine Diary [Marlene Robles' quarantine diary] spc_cov_091 March 23, 2020-May 8,

2020
  Heather Stell's quarantine diary spc_cov_092 March 19, 2020-May 15, 2020
  Juan Tovar Perez's quarantine diary spc_cov_093 March 24, 2020-May 7, 2020
  Nancy Valdez's quarantine life spc_cov_094 May 2, 2020-May 9, 2020
  Quarantine diary spc_cov_095 March 2020-May 2020

Conditions Governing Access
Donor wishes to remain anonymous

   
  Jessica Bernal's quarantine diary spc_cov_096 March 26, 2020-May 9, 2020
  Jose Bravo's COVID-19 2020 Journal Entries spc_cov_097 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Hannah Chavez's quarantine diary spc_cov_098 March 24, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Daverly Enciso's quarantine diary spc_cov_099 May 5, 2020-May 7, 2020
  Deila Galindo's quarantine diary spc_cov_100 March 20, 2020-May 10, 2020
  Chelsea Flores' quarantine diary spc_cov_101 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  A Day in the Life During Quarantine [Anahi Garcia's quarantine diary] spc_cov_102 March

26, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Kevin Gomez's quarantine diary spc_cov_103 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Corona Quarantine with Leslie spc_cov_104 March 23, 2020-May 8, 2020
  Quarantine Diary Spring 2020 by Jordan Jackson spc_cov_105 March 23, 2020-May 10,

2020
  COVID-19 Diary [Tania Mandujano's quarantine diary] spc_cov_106 March 23, 2020-May

10, 2020
  Quarantine Diaries: Life in Quarantine [Nayely Manzo Lopez's quarantine diary]

spc_cov_107 March 21, 2020-May 7, 2020
  Quarantine Diaries [Jennifer Martinez's quarantine diary] spc_cov_108 March 22,

2020-May 10, 2020
  Quarantine Diaries [Yolando McDow's quarantine diary] spc_cov_109 March 23, 2020-May

10, 2020
  Aylin Pineda's quarantine diary spc_cov_110 March 23, 2020-May 6, 2020
  CSUDH Senior's COVID-19 Pandemic Quarantine Diary 2020 [Jeanette Rodriguez's

quarantine diary] spc_cov_111 March 24, 2020-May 8, 2020
Physical Description: 1 doc; 28 photographs
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  Sebastian's Journal entry spc_cov_112 March 23, 2020-May 7, 2020
  Leslie Tercero Castillo's quarantine diary spc_cov_113 March 23, 2020-May 10, 2020

Physical Description: 1 doc; 5 photographs
   
  Juan Venegas' quarantine diary spc_cov_114 March 22, 2020-May 10, 2020
  Bono, G., Reil, K., & Hescox, J. (2020). Stress and wellbeing in college students during

the COVID-19 pandemic: Can grit and gratitude help? International Journal of Wellbeing,
10(3), 39-57. doi:10.5502/ijw.v10i3.1331 spc_cov_115 August 13, 2020

Conditions Governing Access
Restricted to on-site use only.
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "It focuses on wellbeing and stress among our freshmen. I
used the human subject pool last spring, which uses Intro Psy students (that tend to include
a cross-section of disciplines).."

   
  Photograph of a security camera in Beverly Hills, California followed by a poem titled,

"Social 9teen." spc_cov_116 February 27, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "This is a poem that describes COVID-19 and its long term
effect on us. How the name "Social-9teen" came together: "social" is the only thing we no
longer have, the thing that was taken away from us, "9teen" was from COVID-19, the 19 was
change to 9teen (nineteen).
The intro talks about how people feel at home, many concerns being brought up. One way or
another, we are being affected. The blindfold and headphones is an analogy for unknowingly
being aware of what is going on (what is COVID-19). Or for those that know what the virus is
capable just knowingly ignore it because of some conspiracy theories floating around....
The poem was intended for people to find sentences that fits to their lives because we all are
hurting. The last sentence can be a lot to consume. "that night, I lost a friend" can mean a
lot of things. Someone lost a loved one because of COVID-19 complications or someone has
commited suicide because the white flag being waved was never addressed. This poem is
open for the reader to come up with their own conclusions about the poem. This is a brief
explanation of the poem and what COVID-19 has done".

   
  Photograph of Britney Colvin wearing a mask in downtown Upland, California

spc_cov_117 July 10, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "My picture was taken in downtown Upland on July 10th,
2020. I'm wearing a black mask and am holding an iced coffee from a little place called Rad
Coffee. There were people waiting in a socially distanced line outside the shops and
everyone was wearing masks for the safety of themselves and others around them".

   
  Photograph taken by Daniel Rodriguez of the view from his workplace spc_cov_118

November 27, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "This is a photo of the view from where I work, typically
before quarantine, I had no concept of how pretty it is. Now because of the repetition
inherent in staying in one place, seeing the sunset every day is intriguing. Much like my
days, the sunset has a steady rhythm, but there is beatuy in the slight differences between
each iteration, making me appreciate the present for what it is, despite complications".
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  Photograph of the "Hard Rock Cafe" at the Hollywood [Walk] of Fame June 26, 2020
Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "This photograph was taken June 26, 2020 at the Hollywood
of Fame, at the height of the Black Lives Matter protests following the death of George
Floyd. The reason for its inclusion in this collection is because even in the midst of a
pandemic, things were so bad for people of color, that protests took place all across the
country. These protests led to an unprecedented voter turn out later in the general election".

   
  "Symptoms of COVID-19" poster spc_cov_120 December 3, 2020

Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "A photographed poster created in order to inform individuals
on the symptoms of COVID-19. The photograph was shot in an Amazon warehouse in
Glendale in order to ensure that these amazon employees are aware of the COVID-19
symptoms".

   
  Image taken from televised event of a Champions League fixture between Shakhtar

Donetsk and Real Madrid spc_cov_121 November 2, 2020
  Photograph of people waiting in line to enter a store spc_cov_122 April 3, 2020

Additional Description
From the creator's own words: "taken on April 3 2020 this photo demonstrates life prior to
the pandemic lockdown when people were rushing to stores and panic buying and we can
see many people with masks and many without".

   
  Documenting and image regarding Maria Martinez's experiences working at her

grandfather's store during the pandemic spc_cov_123 December 2, 2020
Physical Description: 1 doc; 1 photograph

   
  Photograph taken outside of a Trader Joe's location spc_cov_124 April 22, 2020

Scope and Contents
From the creator Felicia Lee's own words: "In general, I grocery shop super early in the
morning so my husband can care for our three children while I'm gone. In the beginning of
the pandemic, everyone was shopping early so I was prepared to utilize my time in the long
lines wisely by grading assignments for my 5 asynchronous classes. I sat on the cement and
got to it".

   
  Photograph taken in a car with mountains in the background spc_cov_125 September 23,

2020
Scope and Contents
From the creator Bridget Nunez's own words: "This was taken on September 23, 2020 at
8:27am. The location was at Cathedral city. This image to me is a good image of what is
happening during quarantine. Some days are better than others but at soon as things get
better its like there is always something that stops it. This also shows how you can always
have a road to reach where you want to be but there will always be mountains that you will
have to climb."

   
  Carlos Patlan's Pandemic Essay spc_cov_126 February 3, 2021
  "COVID-19 Experiences" by Julia Ayala spc_cov_127 February 3, 2021
  CSUDH ROTC photographs spc_cov_128 February 4, 2021

Physical Description: 10 photographs
   
  "My Resilience" essay and video message by Elizabeth Som spc_cov_129 February 5,

2021
Physical Description: 1 document; 1 moving image
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  Jessica Ramirez's letter to herself and video message regarding resilience spc_cov_130
February 5, 2021

Physical Description: 1 document; 1 moving image
   
  CSUDH Center for Service Learning, Internships, and Civic Engagement (SLICE) and

Jumpstart artwork and screenshot spc_cov_131 February 5, 2021
Physical Description: 3 photographs

   
  Monique Turner's resilience ambassador essay and video message spc_cov_132 February

5, 2021
Physical Description: 1 document; 1 moving image

   
  Horace Crogman's "American Gods" resilience poem and video message February 8,

2021
Physical Description: 1 document; 1 moving image

   
  Berenice Rojas' pandemic photographs spc_cov_134 February 9, 2021

Physical Description: 5 photographs
Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "From the time the pandemic began, to all the activities I did
to pass the time in quarantine. I learn[ed] to paint, I learned to knit, and I got to spend my
birthday at home luckily my husband and cats who kept me company during these difficult
times".

   
  Ekene Okolie's Pandemic Essay spc_cov_135 February 10, 2021
  "COVID-19 Resilience Story" and video message by Fatima Gutierrez Alvarez spc_cov_136

February 12, 2021
Physical Description: 1 document; 1 moving image

   
  Letter entitled "Seeing is Everything" from Gilah Yelin Hirsch to Artists spc_cov_137 April

2, 2020
  "Grounded in Light", 2020, Acrylic on Canvas, 51" x 51", Gilah Yelin Hirsch [photograph]

spc_cov_138 2020
  Alana Okimoto's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_139 March 23-May 9, 2020
  "Quarantine Diary" by Bonita Perez spc_cov_140 March 23-May 8, 2020
  Cheryl Hall's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_141 March 25-May 10, 2020
  "Diary Entries: My Life During the "Apocalypse" by Dylan Vanderhyde spc_cov_143 March

23- May 10, 2020
  "Quarantine Diary Project" by Erik Arias spc_cov_144 March 16-May 2020
  Giovanni Aguilar's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_145 March 15-May 10, 2020
  Amanda Mendoza's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_146 March 23-May 10, 2020
  "Quarantine Diary Project Journal" by Ariel Cobian spc_cov_147 March 24-May 10, 2020
  Austin Tyler's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_148 March 23-May 4, 2020
  Jacob Diaz's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_149 March 15-May 10, 2020
  Magdaleno Ovando's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_150 March 23-May 8, 2020
  Miguel Perez's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_151 March 23-May 8, 2020
  Ricky Palma's Quarantine Diary spc_cov_152 March 23-May 9, 2020
  "Quarantine Diary Project" by Sophia Plascencia spc_cov_153 March 23-May 8, 2020
  "Quarantine Journals" by Wesley Campbell spc_cov_154 March 23-May 8, 2020
  "Quarantine Journal" by Josue Valdez spc_cov_155 March 23-May 8, 2020
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  Ana Miriam Barragan Santoyo's Resilience Ambassador Video spc_cov_156 February 18,
2021

Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "I am submitting this as a Resilience Ambassador. Created
February 18, 2021. This is a reflection of the year 2020 and the impact it personally had on
me. The video includes a general reflection of what some students shared with me".

   
  Ana Miriam Barragan Santoyo's Resilience Ambassador Letter spc_cov_157 February 20,

2021
Scope and Contents
Letter from Ana Miriam Barragan Santoyo, Program Director of the Toro Dreamers Success
Center. From the creator's own words: "Submission as a Toro Resilience Ambassador.
Created February 20, 2021. This is a letter to the reader on my personal reflection of the last
12 months".

   
  Vacations Taken During the Pandemic spc_cov_158 June 18, 2020; January 14, 2021

Scope and Contents
Images and a brief description regarding vacations taken during the COVID-19 pandemic to
Utah on January 14, 2021, and Mexico on June 18, 2020.

   
  Elisa Gonzalez' pandemic photographs spc_cov_159 March 2, 2021

Physical Description: 2 photographs
   
  Screenshot of Campus Community Memorandum from CSUDH President Thomas A.

Parham, Ph.D. entitled "COVID-19 Update: Safer at Home" spc_cov_160 March 19, 2020
Scope and Contents
From the creator Jonathan Cardenas' own words: On March 19, 2020 I received an email that
was from the president of California State University, Dominguez Hills. During this time, a
pandemic had emerged that caused much confusion and worry, not only from me but also
among some of my peers as to how we were going to receive our education. This email, and
a few other emails that came as the days went by, gave relief as to what the next steps
were to ensure that we (students) were still going to receive our education through virtual
learning and also be provided other things such as food and counseling".

   
  CSUDH Campus News Center article entitled "Professor for a Day Aces the Virtual

Format" spc_cov_161 March 24, 2021
  "COVID Story" by Valerie Calvillo spc_cov_162 March-May 2021

Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "This is a recount of my COVID experience as of May 12,
2021. I mostly talk about how it felt to be isolated and how I looked for an alternative. It is in
the perspective of an 18 year old with two working parents and an older brother. I talk about
my transition from high school online learning to college online learning and my family
dynamics in between. My high school is Saint Joseph High School in Lakewood CA and I live
in a 15 mile radius from CSUDH. The people I talk about are my friends from high school and
my family. The dates range from March 2020 to May 2021".

   
  "COVID Story" by Henry Asuncion spc_cov_163 May 16, 2021

Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "Through this article I present my personal experience in the
school and emotional environment during the pandemic that started on 11/03/2020.
Expressing my experience during the last three months of my senior year of High School and
enrolled at CSUDH".
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  "COVID Story" by Joshua Peraza spc_cov_164 May 15, 2021
Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "I talk about my struggles and my accomplishments during
the COVID19 pandemic".

   
  "Social Distancing Experience Story" by Vanessa Revelo spc_cov_165 May 16, 2021

Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "The experience of working at home for senior year of high
school and freshman year of university. How the covid virus can harm people indirectly
without effecting someone".

   
  "My Experience Through the COVID-19 Pandemic" by Jennifer Martinez spc_cov_166 May

16, 2021
Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "This is my experience going through the pandemic in my
senior year of my senior year of high school. So the very beginning and how the pandemic
not only took a toll on me but also my family".

   
  "COVID Story" by Yoselin Luis  spc_cov_167 May 13, 2021
  "COVID Story" by Jason Burgos Lopez spc_cov_168 May 16, 2021

Scope and Contents
From the creator's own words: "this was just a short brief story that summed what I went
through with covid".

   
  "Documenting My COVID Story" by Sarai Davis spc_cov_169 May 17, 2021
  Asian & Pacific Islander Graduation Celebration [program and video] spc_cov_170 May 7,

2021
Physical Description: 1 document; 1 moving image

   
  Asian & Pacific Islander Graduation Celebration on Instagram [photographs] spc_cov_171

May 26, 2020
Physical Description: 10 photographs

   
  Flyers of events co-hosted by Asian Pacific Studies 2021 spc_cov_172 April 2021

Physical Description: 4 documents
   
  Asian Pacific Studies BA Launch [video] spc_cov_174 October 20, 2020
  Virtual panel on 'Social Justice and Ethic Studies" for launch of BA in Asian Pacific

Studies [video] spc_cov_175 October 22, 2020


